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Merchandise has long been a vital way for music artists to spread awareness 
of their music, connect with fans and financially support themselves. With 
streaming music replacing physical media sales more and more, artists are 
increasingly dependant on merch sales to stay afloat.

Your brand is the way in which listeners experience you and your music. 
Your visual identity is a part of your brand as an artist, and you have one, 
whether you've given much thought to it yet, or not. Music fans love to have 
something in their hands linked to the artists they appreciate and follow and 
we are here to help make that happen.

Why make merch?

   connecting with fans   branding
  profitability
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Since 2006, Fame Magazine has been consistently promoting indie and 
underground artists that it really believes in. Music matters to us, pure and simple, 
and it’s our goal to help you to reach your fanbase and find your place on the 
music scene.

Working in collaboration with selected designers, our goal with FMerch is to really 
understand and collaborate with your brand as an artist and visually translate this 
into exclusive, original and creatively designed merchandise that's worth owning. 

  promotion

 collaboration

Who are We?
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Sustainability and ethical production is important to us. This is why we use 
only premium garments that reflect our sustainable DNA and commitment to 
quality.

We create contemporary clothing made with respect for both People and the 
Planet. All garments are certified by GOTS, GRS, Oeko-Tex, OCS and PETA, and 
also encourage our printers  to implement GOTS Certified printing techniques 
which use non-harmful inks and sustainable production methods.

SuStainability
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Apparel and other accessory items continue to be the 
preferred choice of merch fans buy at shows, growing 
from 85% in 2017 to 95% in 2019. While media sales 
continue to decline as a total percent of sales, CD and 
vinyl items are still within the top 10 items sold.

90% of everything purchased is merchandise, 10% is 
music

Avg Gross Sales per show have increased +29% from 
2018

$5.50 Avg. Dollar Per Head
$60.14 Highest Dollar Per Head

$7,065  Avg. Total Gross Merch 
297 Avg. # of Items Purchased Per Show

TOP SELLING ITEMS of 2019

These are the top 10 items ranked by % of sales and the 
average price they sold for
1. T-Shirt   $35.00         (50% of all items sold)
2. Hoodie  $61.00.      (4% of all items sold)
3. Hat.      $34.00.       (4% of all items sold)
4. Long Sleeve $46.00  (4% of all items sold)
5. CD      $20               (4% of all items sold)

Source: https://www.atvenu.com/features/year-in-
review-2019

market StatiSticS
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Step 1
In a collaborative process, we discuss your music, your 
fanbase and what design direc tions you may be in terested in 
and then we create a mood board for you to review and give 
feedback on to inform the design stage.

   creative trip

how it works    
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Step 2
Custom designs are developed and refined.
We then create realistically mocked up designs for you 
to choose from with up to two revisions for each design 
included. Possibilities include t-shirts, hoodies, tote bags,and 
much more! 
 

 the design phase
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Step 3  

Optional: you can also purchase the rights to a design for an additional one-off fee.

   getting it made
You choose the production and selling package that’s right for you.

1.DESIGN ONLY (DIGITAL PRODUCT) subject to licensing agreement.
In collaboration with you, we develop and provide suitable merchandise designs (print ready files) and 
you do the rest.

2. DESIGN + PRODUCT (to sell directly to your fans)
Once we create the design you are happy with, we also arrange for the production, packaging and 
shipping of all merch directly to you, to be distributed as you see fit. 

3. DESIGN + PRINT ON DEMAND (via famedesign.shop)
After the design phase, we also take care of all the production, the sales, packaging and shipping of all 
merch to your fans (one to one), while you earn 100% profit after costs on sales from print on demand, 
through famedesign.shop.

4. DESIGN + PRODUCT + PRINT ON DEMAND (via famedesign.shop)
Once the design phase has been finalised, we arrange for the production, sales, packaging and shipping 
of all merch to you, AND you have the opportunity to earn 100% profit after costs from print on de-
mand, through famedesign.shop

famemagazine.co.uk (33K readers per month) will promote all FAME DESIGN© products on rotation 24 
hours, 7 days a week in features, interviews, on social media to our 30K followers via Facebook, Insta-
gram and Twitter. 
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Get in touch today to chat about 
designing must-have merch for your 
fans and supporters.      

info@famedeSign.Shop
famedeSign.Shop

©famemagazine.co.uk 2021

©fame design 2021


